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                                                        CONCURRENT SESSION ONE: 7:20 PM – 8:05 PM 

3.  Remediation and Discipline 

Should the Integrity Commissioner be allowed discretion in recommending remedial measure or progressive 
discipline recommendations: David Nitkin 

Issues: The existing legislation is currently being reviewed by the Province for expected legislative changes this fall 
or winter. There are two recommendations that a IC can levy once an investigation has been conducted—a 
reprimand and loss of up to three months pay. Professional IC’s want to be allowed to adopt from a progressively 
more serious set of punishments, use progressive discipline, recommend from a broader list of sanctions or 
remedies. This includes an apology, a reprimand, loss of office resources, and loss of committee or activity 
privileges. Two of the 34 municipalities allow ICs to not only recommend sanctions but also to delegate to the IC 
the power to impose them. Many ICs don’t want that delegated authority.  On the one hand, only ICs should be 
allowed to impose discipline. On the other hand, personality contests or crude exchange of favours may decide 
whether other councillors will adopt recommendations against one of their own.  

 

 Questions 

1. Should the IC be allowed to recommend only recommendations narrowly in the Provincial legislation 
or, alternatively, to apply a range of recommendations in a progressive discipline manner unless they 
are specifically not allowed in law? 

Relevant Phase One Data: While an Integrity Commissioner can recommend a remedial measure or sanction, final 
decisions on whether to accept or reject such a recommendation are, in the Municipal Act, left to elected officials. 
Some critics see potential for abuse or favouritism in this process while others see it as undercutting the Integrity 
Commissioner’s authority or the very reason for calling upon those independent accountability, judgement or 
adjudication services in the first place. Many elected officials (6 of 9 interviewees) but less than half of appointed 
ones (4 of ten) favoured the possibility that Council might delegate to the Integrity Commissioner powers not only 
to recommend but also to apply a recommendation.     

Respondents almost unanimously support the Integrity Commissioner’s right to recommend a range of remedial 
measures and sanctions, both those explicitly mentioned in Provincial legislation and others not explicitly 
sanctioned but not forbidden either. There was broad support (more than 75%) for discretionary, non-mandated, 
progressive discipline punishments such as removal from a chair and a committee, but less so for restricting office 
privileges (as this would affect a Councillor’s basic abilities to serve). 
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                    CONCURRENT SESSION TWO: 7:20 PM – 8:05 PM 

4. Declaring and Speaking re: Conflicts 

What community group advocacy role changes (speaking, voting, declaring conflict of interest, recording non-
pecuniary conflict of interest), if any, should accompany an engaged councillor once he or she is elected? David 
Nitkin 

Issues: What should happen if a community group or relative supported by a Councillor appears at Council? Does 
the councillor declare a conflict? Should he or she participate in the discussion? Does he or she vote? Does the 
conflict get reported as a negative in minutes? Should rules appear in policies or in the Code or in an ethics 
manual, or not be codified at all? Is it right that such advocacy should cease or be transformed simply because 
someone is elected as a councillor? 

 

 Questions 

1. Is it appropriate or not to define guidelines or rules for elected officials about when to speak, vote or 
declare a conflict of interest?  

2. 2. Is there a rule about appropriate conduct that should be  applied to a Councillors involvement in 
community causes once he or she is elected? 

 

Relevant Phase One Data: What role should a councillor play in advancing organizations and causes that they held 
before election to Council? One area of contention was what form of advocacy, voting rights, and fundraising 
leadership was appropriate for a councillor who previously might have been a long-time community charity 
supporter before his or her election to Council and who was now in a position to influence public fundraising and 
Council commitments on financial and in-kind support. Councillors take positions and have the obligation to 
represent their constituents’ opinions, and their position on those issues. One area of contention is how far and in 
what forums Councillors should go in making clear to constituents their personal non-support of an approved 
collective Council decision. 

Respondents were heavily in favour of the Code addressing such ethical challenges as Councillors abusing staff, 
Councillors using Town property for personal private purpose, Councillors soliciting funds for a charity, Councillors 
voting on budget and procurement matters, and Councillors giving preferential treatment to organizations in 
which they had a pecuniary or social (family or non-pecuniary) interest. Considerable questions for clarification 
and reflection arose about what should be a Councillor’s decision on speaking or voting when a spouse, 
community association colleague and friend, or related partner appeared before Council on a non-pecuniary 
matter.   

 

 


